
BMW 1 NAVIGATIONSSYSTEM BUSINESS PLAN

Jeff Knight, Forecasting Editor Cars, CAP, added: â€œBMW introducing navigation across its entire model range is a
first for any mainstream.

One of the most popular options to add is leather interior. The early versions used a small monochrome screen
and an arrow to show you in which direction to go. If running costs are at the top of your priority list, the d
engine is the one to pick offering an impressive combined fuel consumption figure of  There are no other
functions included in the Business navigation systems other than guidance. There's also a top-spec Mi hot
hatchback. Today they are written on dual-layer DVDs, but you need the latest firmware for your optical unit
to be able to use them. For those winter months we would definitely consider the heated seats and a heated
steering wheel. BMW 1 Series petrol engines If you prefer the refinement of a petrol engine and plan to travel
shorter trips in a more urban environment, there's an equally extensive range to choose from. The Navigation
unit is slotted either in the trunk or under the seat. Scroll down for our guide to the best BMW 1 Series
models. In fact, almost two million BMW 1 Series models have been sold since the first generation arrived
back in  Although pricey leather upgrades always are , it should add to the resale value when you come to sell,
as would upgrading to BMW's more sophisticated BMW Professional Media package, adding a larger
infotainment screen, online concierge services and a more advanced sat-nav system. They are not even using
maps but just a GPS module for localization purposes. Next you move up to Sport trim, which upgrades the
wheels to inch alloys and adds ambient lighting, sports seats, different interior trim and exterior trim details in
high gloss black. Despite the low running costs, performance figures are pretty good too with its 1. If you
prefer controlling your temperature more accurately, the Interior Comfort Package adds dual-zone climate
control and extended interior lighting. This version will complete the mph sprint in just 6. The systems with
the bigger screens and with better resolutions today are the Professional ones Code  That's because there are
plenty of engine and trim level combinations to choose from, a choice of three- or five-door body styles and a
high-quality interior whichever model you pick. BMW 1 Series diesel engines You have a wide range of
choice when it comes to engines in the BMW 1 Series, and except for the d xDrive model, there are no
exclusions for choosing either three- or five-door models. Sure, GPS guiding and localization has been around
for a longer time but it took decades to make the technology accessible and usable by anyone.


